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World premiere: Secure individual issuing of tools and personal 

protective work wear 

GARANT Tool24 PickOne gives total control over consumable materials 

and faster goods withdrawal  

 

Munich, March 14, 2017 – Hoffmann Group is celebrating the world premiere 

of its new individual output system for tools and personal protective work 

wear at LogiMAT 2017 in Hall 5, Stand 5D46. GARANT Tool24 PickOne gives 

total control over the consumable materials, as the employees must sign in 

to the system before their withdrawal compartment opens. Initial 

experiences have shown that using secure individual issuing can reduce 

losses; up to 50% for safety gloves or earplugs.  

 

Using GARANT Tool24 PickOne enables customers to monitor the exact stock of 

classic C-items, such as indexable inserts, grinding wheels and protective gloves. 

The dispensing cabinet captures the eye with its beautiful design and special 

features: A LED display shows the employees in which compartment their items are 

stored (Pick-by-Light) and the withdrawal compartment opens automatically. This 

allows quick goods withdrawal – even in lower light areas.  

 

GARANT Tool24 PickOne is available in different standard models from the 

warehouse. The customer has the option of selecting from four different withdrawal 

compartment sizes and can use a modular principle to individually design the 

dispensing cabinet. With a loading capacity of up to one tonne (1,000 kg), 

GARANT Tool24 PickOne also enables around-the-clock management of solid 

carbide tools and other heavy items. This is possible as the system is set up for 

24/7 maintenance-free operation.  

 

GARANT Tool24 PickOne can be combined with all products from the  

GARANT Tool24 product line and operated with the same software. Perforated 



 

 

tool panels on the left and right sides of the automatic dispenser enable the neat 

attachment of Easyfix holders and brackets – again showing the consistent system 

concept implementation of Hoffmann Group's GARANT workstations and storage. 

Like all workstations and storage, GARANT Tool24 PickOne is available in ten 

standard colours, and upon request also in selected special colours.  

 

 

Image caption: 

GARANT Tool24 PickOne has four compartment 

sizes. The smallest compartment contains smaller 

C-items in a space-saving layout for individual 

withdrawal.  

 

 

Image caption: 

The dispensing cabinet can be designed using a 

modular principle. Depending on the size of the 

compartments, the cabinet has at least ten levels 

with 160 compartments, and can have up to twenty 

levels with 640 compartments. 

 
Hoffmann Group 
As Europe's leading system partner for quality tools, Hoffmann Group combines 
commercial expertise with both manufacturing and service competence. To more than 
135,000 customers this combination guarantees reliability in supply, quality and 
productivity, in the tooling sector and also in the workstations and storage sector. Optimum 
and reliable advice, from individual needs analysis through to efficient use of products, is 
assured at all times. Alongside tools for machining, clamping, measuring, grinding and 
cutting, the portfolio also comprises hand tools, protective work-wear, workstations and 
storage and workshop accessories. Customers include major listed companies as well as 
medium-sized and small companies in more than 50 countries. In 2016, Hoffmann Group 
generated a worldwide turnover of more than one billion euros. Including GARANT, its own 
premium brand, Hoffmann Group offers 75,000 quality tools from the world’s leading 
manufacturers. With comprehensive customer service and a delivery quality of over 99 
percent as certified by the TÜV, the tools specialist with its head office in Munich is a 
reliable and efficient partner for its customers. 
 
 
 

https://www.hoffmann-group.com/
https://www.hoffmann-group.com/DE/de/hom/company/garant
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